YOU WILL NEED:

- Adult Supervision
- Paper Grocery Bag
- Construction Paper (green, purple, rose, blue, white, black, red)
- Glitter Paint (pink)
- Yarn (pink or red)
- Scissors
- Non-toxic Glue

HOW TO MAKE:

Step 1: Prepare an outdoor work space with newspaper for painting. Use glitter paint to paint the front of your bag from each bottom corner to the top center. Fill it in and let dry!

Step 2: Print each of the following pages. Then, place the template shapes on top of the appropriately colored construction paper. Have an adult help you cut out each piece and assemble as directed on each page.

Step 3: Use glue to attach all of your construction paper pieces to the outside of your bag as the picture above shows.

Step 4: Cut 6 pieces of yarn into 5 inch lengths. Then, glue them to the paper bag as whiskers.

Step 5: Now go to the second side and place the flower pieces in the center of your grocery bag and glue into place!
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BING BONG CANDY BAG - EYES, BOW TIE

Have an adult help you carefully cut each piece of this template from the appropriate color construction paper, then assemble with glue!
BING BONG CANDY BAG - MOUTH

Have an adult help you carefully cut each piece of this template from the appropriate color construction paper, then assemble with glue!
BING BONG CANDY BAG - MOUTH
Have an adult help you carefully cut each piece of this template from the appropriate color construction paper, then assemble with glue!
BING BONG CANDY BAG - EARS

Have an adult help you carefully cut each piece of this template from the appropriate color construction paper, then assemble with glue!
BING BONG CANDY BAG - HAT

Have an adult help you carefully cut each piece of this template from the appropriate color construction paper, then assemble with glue!
BING BONG CANDY BAG - TRUNK

Have an adult help you carefully cut each piece of this template from the appropriate color construction paper, then assemble with glue!

Fold and glue this area to paper bag!
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BING BONG CANDY BAG - FLOWER

Have an adult help you carefully cut each piece of this template from the appropriate color construction paper, then assemble with glue!
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**CREATE Inside Out character style Halloween costumes!**

**D.I.Y HALLOWEEN COSTUMES**

### JOY
- **HAIR:** Choppy, cropped bright blue wig.
- **FACE:** Yellow with rosy cheeks and blue eyebrows.
- **CLOTHING:** Yellow A-line sundress.

### FEAR
- **HAIR:** Slick back with pipe cleaner clipped in.
- **FACE:** Purple with oversized eyebrows.
- **CLOTHING:** Button down shirt with collar, bow-tie, sweater vest, blue pants or jeans.

### ANGER
- **HAIR:** Yellow hairspray or yellow wig, paint the tips red and orange!
- **FACE:** Red with white around the eyes, black accents around the eyebrows.
- **CLOTHING:** White button down shirt with collar, tie, sweater vest, blue pants or jeans.

### DISGUST
- **HAIR:** Green wig.
- **FACE:** Green with rosy cheeks and matching lipstick, oversized eyelashes.
- **CLOTHING:** Green sundress, oversized green belt, dark green leggings, pink neck-scarf.

### SADNESS
- **HAIR:** Blue wig, bob style with long bangs.
- **FACE:** Blue with black oversized glasses, black eyebrows.
- **CLOTHING:** White, blue or gray turtleneck, blue pants or jeans.
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THE HAIR
Bright blue, choppy cropped wig.

THE FACE
Yellowish with rosy cheeks and blue eyebrows.

THE CLOTHES
Yellow a-line sundress. Neutral or no shoes.
THE HAIR
Yellow or orange hairspray or wig spiked up like flames.

THE FACE
Red with white around the eyes, black accents around the eyebrows.

THE CLOTHES
White button down shirt with collar, tie and slacks with belt.
SADNESS

THE HAIR
Blue wig, cut in a bob style with long bangs.

THE FACE
Blue face paint with black oversized glasses and black eyebrows.

THE CLOTHES
White, blue or gray turtleneck with blue pants or jeans.
THE HAIR
Slicked back with spiral top shaped pipe cleaner clipped in.

THE FACE
Purple face paint with black oversized eyebrows.

THE CLOTHES
Button down shirt with collar, bow-tie, sweater vest and dark slacks or jeans.
D.I.Y HALLOWEEN COSTUMES

DISGUST

THE HAIR
Green styled wig.

THE FACE
Green face paint with pink lipstick and green eyebrows

THE CLOTHES
Green dress with waist band or belt, dark green leggings and a pink neck-scarf.
Halloween Party Signs

Fun signs for your Halloween party!

SO. MUCH. CANDY!

FUN SIZE CANDY IS NOT FUN!

I HOPE I'M NOT GETTING A CAVITY.

SMELL YOUR FEET?! EW!

I THINK BING BONG WAS CRYING INTO MY BAG

Print all five signs from the following pages!
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SO. MUCH. CANDY!
FUN SIZE CANDY IS NOT FUN!
SMELL YOUR FEET?! EWWW!
I HOPE I’M NOT GETTING A CAVITY.
I THINK BING BONG WAS CRYING INTO MY BAG
Create the characters from Inside Out on your Halloween pumpkins!

CHARACTER PUMPKINS

YOU WILL NEED: ★ Black Marker ★ Tape ★ Spoon or Scraper ★ Knife ★ Craft Blade or Scissors

:: How to make character pumpkins::

Step 1: Make a lid for your pumpkin. Cut a circle or a hexagon at least 5 inches in diameter around the pumpkin’s stem. Make sure to cut out the lid at an angle (so that the outside edge is larger than the inside) to keep it from slipping inside.

Step 2: When the lid is free, scrape the inside of the pumpkin and the lid clean of seeds and pulp with a metal spoon or scraper.

Step 3: Print out your selected stencil and ask an adult to help you carefully cut out the stencil along the edge with a blade.

Step 4: Attach your stencil to the pumpkin. With tape or pins. Carefully trace around the inside edge of the template with your marker. Then, remove the stencil, tape or pins.

Step 5: Work with an adult to use your pumpkin carving tools to scrape away and remove the outermost skin of pumpkin (about 1/4 inch deep) inside the outline of the shape.

Step 6: Place an LED candlelight inside your pumpkin, put on the lid, turn out the lights and enjoy the glow of your INSIDE OUT character pumpkin!
PUMPKIN CARVING

Use this template to create your pumpkin carving. Have an adult help you carefully cut around the edges of the stencil while keeping the outer areas (white) of the paper intact.
PUMPKIN CARVING

Use this template to create your pumpkin carving. Have an adult help you carefully cut around the edges of the stencil while keeping the outer areas (white) of the paper intact.
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PUMPKIN CARVING

Use this template to create your pumpkin carving. Have an adult help you carefully cut around the edges of the stencil while keeping the outer areas (white) of the paper intact.
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PUMPKIN CARVING

Use this template to create your pumpkin carving. Have an adult help you carefully cut around the edges of the stencil while keeping the outer areas (white) of the paper intact.
PUMPKIN CARVING
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